
Benefits:
  Production of 21 million kilowatt hours solar 

      energy per year

  20% of the mine’s energy demand comes from 
     the solar farm

  Reduction of the diesel consumption about five 
      million litres per year

  12,000 tonnes CO2 reduction per annum 

  Improved power quality and reliability 

  Improved power price security

  juwi Hybrid SCADA monitors all generation  
      assets in high resolution from one system

Hybrid solar power for mines
Reduce costs. Improve power quality. Secure supply.

DeGrussa mine
juwi’s award-winning hybrid power solution installed at DeGrussa mine in Australia in 2016, is the world’s largest 
hybrid solar PV + diesel + storage power plant at an off-grid mine. The DeGrussa copper and gold mine, located 
900km north-east of Perth in Western Australia, is one of the Asia-Pacific region’s premier, high-grade copper 
mines. juwi was the project developer and EPC and is providing O&M services.

juwi hybrid power plant at DeGrussa copper and gold mine in Western Australia, owned by Sandfire Resources NL.

Project of  
the Year 2016
By the World Congress 

of Energy and Mines

Project specs:
  10.6 MWp Solar plant, with 34,080 solar photovoltaic 

      panels situated on 20 hectares (40 soccer pitches)

  4 MW / 1.8 MWh (6 MW peak) Lithium Ion battery 
      storage system 

  Integrated into the on-site and pre-existing 23 
      MW diesel power station



ABOUT JUWI GROUP
The juwi group is one of the world’s leading companies in the area of renewable energy. The German based 

specialist for wind and solar energy has about 1,000 employees worldwide, branches on all continents and is 

actively engaged in various projects all over the globe. So far, juwi has realized a total capacity of 4,300 megawatt 

with more than 950 wind turbines and more than 1,600 solar projects. Combined, these energy systems produce 

around 7.7 billion kilowatt hours of clean energy per year.

“The project has already attracted a 
significant amount of interest from within the 
mining industry in Australia with Sandfire 
receiving inquiries from several of our peers 
interested in adopting this technology at their 
mine sites. I would not be surprised to see 
more facilities like this built over the next 
few years as the benefits and potential of 
solar power become increasingly recognised 
across the resource sector.”

“The project was constructed in 10 months 
and delivered on budget, despite being 
located in remote Australia. This is a clear 
example of renewables providing substantial, 
reliable results for one of Australia’s largest 
industries.”

Peter Gordon, Sandfire Resources 
Electrical Superintendent.

 “For me as the electrical superintendent of 
Sandfire Degrussa, reliabilty of power supply 
is of paramount importance for the success 
of our mining operations. Now after more 
than 1 year of operation I can confirm that the 
hybrid system is running smoothly, delivers 
substantial diesel savings and the power 
quality and reliability are as good or better 
than before juwi hybrid SCADA.” 

Ivor Frischknecht, ARENA CEO.

Karl Simmich, Sandfire CEO.
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